ļ Ref. Ares(2021)2050488 - 23/03/2021

To:
Cc:

FW: INVITATION Launch event - Maritime Vision Paper Hydrogen
Europe

Subject:

Dearl
Thank you very much for your email and for the kind invitation made tol
Unfortunately, due to a very heavy agenda, our Commissioner will not be able to attend the event on
the 31/03.
We hope, nevertheless, it will be success and we would be extremely grateful if you could share any
conclusions afterward. Finally, we sincerely hope to be able to attend on another edition.
We stay at your disposal if needed.
Kind regards.

SUSTAINABLE & SMART
MOBILITY STRATEGY
įvĄ would like to highlight thatfor reasons ofpublic transparency, Commissioners and their Cabinets only meet
organisations or self-employed individuals that are registered in the EU's Transparency Register (see here:
http://ec. europa, eu/transvarencvrexister). I would invite you to register ifyou have not yet done so, and send us
your registration number ifyou wish to request a meeting.

Subject: RE: INVITATION Launch event - Maritime Vision Paper Hydrogen Europe

ОеагЩ,
I hope you're well. Per our previous exchange, I am coming back to you with a concept note for
the proposed launch event for our Hydrogen Europe Maritime Policy Paper (also accompanied
by more detailed technical paper).
As expressed to you before, we would of course be delighted for the Commissioner to join us.
We have confirmed the participation of 2

. T&E have also

agreed to join. We are very much looking forward to putting on a high level event here.

CEOs have confirmed their availability on Wednesday, 31st March and the event would take
place from 10:30-11:45. Of course, we can be flexible around the date in order to
accommodate the Commissioner's agenda.
I put in cc ourH^on maritime

________ I and

should look to get in touch with

I at some point too - needless to say he has a wealth of

You

knowledge re the maritime sector and a long history and track record of working with maritime
stakeholders including the IMO et al.
Thank you in advance for raising this internally and thank your for your consideration.
Kind regards,

***

www.hvdroQeneurope.eu
Learn more about our activities also on Twitter. Linkedln and Instaqram!
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Subject: RE: Maritime Vision Paper Executive Summary Hydrogen Europe
Dearl
Thank you very much for sharing your position paper which will fit well into our ongoing
preparations for launching the Refuel initiatives.
I am already adding my colleague
Idealing with AFID.

dealing with Refuel EL) maritime in Cc as well as

I hope we can exchange at some point on your paper.
As regards the invitation to your event, please share it with us when the details are set in order
to present it to the Commissioner.

Subject: Maritime Vision Paper Executive Summary Hydrogen Europe
Dear^ļ,

I hope this message finds you and your family safe and well.
I told you previously we have been working intensively on a Maritime Vision paper at Hydrogen
Europe. We are now happy to say that the discussions within our broad membership have
concluded on this topic and we will be ready to publish the paper in March. I understand that
the EL) Fuel Maritime paper is set to be unveiled in April, at least from what we have heard in
the BXL bubble circles.

Please note, the vision paper of which I speak will also be accompanied by a more technical
tools and options assessment paper. That way they policy/vision is backed up by a more
sophisticated technical paper with more data, facts and figures etc.
We are aiming at organising a launch event for the paper in March and as such, we'd be
delighted in your Commissioner would join us - for a key note and / or panel debate. We are
aiming at high level CEO participation from the industry and civil society. Very likely the panel
would include
^1, a big ship manufacturer^^ and a representative from
T&E among other.
I am sending you well in advance an executive summary of the vision paper. Happy to discuss
details further when you have an opportunity.
Many thanks in advance for the consideration.
Kind regards,

www.hvdroQeneurope.eu
Learn more about our activities also on Twitter. Linkedln and Instaaram!
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